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Introdud.tion 

Extending beyond health, white supremacists maintain that Negroes are 

innately less intelligent than Caucasians. In a statement remarkably compara-

ble to those made two centuries ago by advocates of the theory of American 

degeneration, one modem-day racist phrases the claim in thses words: 

Any man wi.th two eyes in his head can observe a Negro settle
ment in the Congo, can study the pure-blooded African in his 
native habitat as he exists when left on his own resources, 
can compare this settlement with London or Paris, and can draw 
his own conclusions regarding relative levels of character and 
intelligence •••• Finally, he can inquire as to the number 
of pure-blooded blakcs who have made their contributions to 
great literature . or engineering or roo dicine or philosophy or 
abstract science. 

Such claims assumed special importance among the opponents of the Supreme 

Court's school desegregation ruling in 1954. Interracial education simply 

will not work, contended many segregationists; Negro childr~ a.re too re-· 

tarded innately to benefit and will only act to dr ag down the standards of 

the white children. 

Americans are far less receptive to such reasoning how than they were a 

generation ago. Public opinion pcll data reveal that, while only two out of 

five white Americans regarded Negroes as their intellectual equals i.n 1942, 

almost four out of ~ive did by 1956 __ including a substantial majority of 

white Southerners. 2 Much of t his change is due to the thorough repudiation 

of racist assertions by the vast majority of modern psychologists and ot her 

behavioral sd.entists. The latest research in this area lends the strongest 

evidence yet available for this repudiation. This study takes a new look at 

this old controversy and presents a summary of the relevant research. 3 
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The "SciEntific Racist" Position 

The dom:inant scientific position on this subject has been termed as 

"equalitarian dogma" and described as "the scientific hoax of the century" 

by one psychologist, Professor-Emeritus Henry Garrett.3 He charges that other 

psychologists have prematurely closed the issue for ideological, not scient:i_fic, 

reascns. 

Garrett is publicly joined by two other p:;ychologists, out of the r oughly 

twenty-one thousand who belong to the Arrerican Psychological Association. 

Frank McGurk, of Villanova University, has con ducted research with an un

validated :intelligence test of his own design and concluded that "Negroes as 

a group do not possess as much (capacity for education) as whj_ tes as a group." 5 

In 1956 this work gained wide attention when the U. s. News and World Report 

fe<.:.tr1red an article under the impos:ing title of "A Scientist's Report on Race 

Differences," in which McGurk surveyed six investigations that he claimed to be 

"the only existing studies that relate to the problem." 6 

The crown:ing production of this small band is Aulirey Shuey's The Testing 

of Negro Intelligence. Shuey, a psychologist at Randolph-Macon Woman's College 

in Lynchburg, Virg:inia, provides a large, though carefully selected, review 

of over two hundred studies bearing on rac:i.al differences in intelligence. 

She ignores the newer conceptions of intelligence and ir1s tead relie s heavily 

upon the earlier , less sophisticated investigations, with over half of her 

references dated prior to World Har IIo 7 

In addition to this "sheer weight of uncontrolled data" argument, these 

three psychologists attempt to show tha t the impov erished environment of the 

typical Negro cannot account for the observed test differences .8 



The Jviodern Psychological Position 

· These arguments have not altered the dom:inant opinion of moder:m:. psy-

chology on this topic. In the first place, the studies repeatedly cited by 

the "scientific racists" in defense of their position are not, upon closer 

scrutiny, critical tests of their contentions. As in investigations in the 

United States, the "social and economic condit:Icns" of the two groups were 

not equal . 9 

These difficulties point up the severely limiting metl1odological problems 

which confront this research realm. Any test of native intelligence must of 

necessity assume equivalent backgrounds of the :individuals and groups under 

study. But until conditions entirely free from segregation and cascrimi-

nation are achieved and the floor of Negro poverty is raised to the level of 

whites, the definitive research on racial dtfferences in intelligence cannot 

be per formed. 

Empirical efforts are also hampered by the opa-ation of selective factors 

in sampling. That is, Negroes and whites in the same situation_such as those 
I 

inducted into the armed forces_may have been selected differently on intelli-

gence, thus btasing the comparison of test scores between the two groupso 

2 

Despite these limitation, however, modern psychology has managed to achieve 

signiftcant theoretical and empirical advances in thts realm. These advances 

strongly favor a non-genetic interpretation of the typically lower intelli

gence test score averages of Negro groups, 10 

Environment and Intelligence 

In 1931, a study was made in the South of Negro av.d white infants in 

their first year of life. "Baby Tests H were administered to them, and it was 

found that the white infants did better on the tests than the Negro :infants. 



The investigator immediately concluded that the white infants were naturally 

superior in intelligence to the Negro infants. Upon inquiry, j_t turned out 

that the white infants came from a higher economic and social class than the 

Negro infants, and the conclusion of the investigator was then challenged. 

Even so, not all the white infants were su~) erior on these tests to all 

the Negro infants. It is important to remember this fact for all such group 

tests o While these tests ar-e made on jndi viduals they are reported for the 

group as a whole. In other wcr ds, the tests report the average performance 

of the group. This means tf1at there are still many individuals in each of 

the groups canpared who are better than the average, but in reporting averages 

these individuals tend to be forgotten. But let us return to our mfants. 

Tests carried out in New Haven in 19L,6 on Negro and white babies whose 

mothers had had a balanced diet durjng pregnancy, and whose parents' social 

arrl economic environments were much more alike than was the case in the 

Southern study, showed that the Negro babies, bothh in physical and psycholo

gical development, did as well as the white babies o There was no difference 

at all; the Negro babies were just as intelligent and as well developed as 

the white babie:s.. The suggestion, therefore, is that where the environment 

is equalized for the groups compared, the performance, both physically and 

psychologically, of the members of each group will usually be equalized. 

Again, it must be emphasized that this does no t mean that everyone will become 

alike , but that the aver age of each group, in terms of performance will ten a. 

to be similar. 

In studies reported in 1949 and 1951 which were carried out in the Middle 

West on Negro and white infants, it was found that the Negro infants ranked 

slightly higher on the intelligence tests than the white infants. Professor 

A. R. Gilliland, under whose d:Lrection these studies were conducted, believes 

that the Negro infants did better on these tests because in the typical Negro 

3 



home, with more people living in small quarters, the child receives more 

social contacts and, therefore, his social-intellectual developmentis more 

rapid than that of the white child. This is, of course a theory, but it is 

certainly a plausible one. For we know that when some children in any group 

4 

do not receive adequs.te social contacts, they do not do as well on intelligence 

tests as those mohave benefited from the social stimulation which seems 

necessary for healthy mental and physical development. 

We know that in America there are a number of ethnic groups that do not 

live in an environment in which the social-intellectual experiences that they 

undergo are of a kind tm. t footer an optimum development of mental and physical 

11 health. In t his connection, one thinks especially of the American Negro. 

The Influence of Cult ure 

The author turns to a brief statement on the influence of culture upon 

race. Beginnmg with agriculture and continuing at an ever-increasjng rate, 

human customs have been interposed between the organism and the environment. 

The increase of our species from pe haps as few as five million before agri

culture to three billion today is the result of new technology, not of bio

logical evolution. The conditions under which the races evolved aremainly 

gone, and there are new causes of mutaticn, new kmds of selection, and 

vast migration. Today the numbers and distribution of the peoples of the world 

are due primarily to culture. Some people think th e new conditions are so 

different that it is better no longer to use the word race or the word evo

lution, but the author personally thinks this confuses more than it clarifies. 

All this does not mean tb at evolution has stopped, because the new ccn

ditions will change g ene frequencies, but the conditjons which produced the 

olrl races are g::> ne. In t his crowded world of civili zation and science, the 

claim has been made repeatedly that one or another of the races is superior 



to the_ others. Obviously, this argument cannot be based on the past; because 

something was useful in times past and was selected €or under ccndition which 

are now gone, does not mean tht it will be useful in the present or in the 

future, 12 

Racism is based on a profo nd misunderstanding of culture, of learning, 

and of the biology of the human species. The study of cultures should give 

5 

a profound respect for the biology of man's capacity to learn. Much of the 

earlier discussion of racial inferiority center ed on the discussion of intelli

gence; or, to put the matter more accurately, usual~ on that small part of 

biologica~ intelligence which is measured by the IQ. In the earlier days of 

intelligence testing, there was a widespread belief that the tests revealed 

semmething which was genetically fixed within a rather narrow range. The whole 

climate of opinion that fostered this point of view has changed. At that time 

animals were regarded as primarily instinctive in their behav5or, and the genes 

were supposed to exert their effects in an almost mechanical ~ay, regardless 

of the environment. All this intellectual climate has changed. Learning has 

proved to be far more important in the behavior of many animal species, and 

the action of the complexes of genes is now knows to be affected by the environ

ment, as is, to a great degree, the performance that results from them. For 

example, Harlow has shown that monkeys learn to learn. Monkeys_, in other 

words, become test wise, They become skillful in the solution of tests_so 

monkeys in Dr. Harlow's laboratories are spoken of as naive or as experienced 

in the use of tests. To supi)Ose that humans cannot learn to take tests is to 

suppose that humans are rather less intelligent than monekys. 

Krech and Rosenz'V{eig have shown that rats raised in an c enriched environ

ment are much more intelligent and efficient as maze-solvers than rats that 

have been given no oppu~ity to learn and to practice before the testing. 
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To suppose that man vould not learn through education to take tests more effi-

ciently, is to suppose that our learning capacitj_es are rather less than those 

of rats. 

rhe human is born with less than a third of the adult brain capacity, and 

there is tremendous growth of the cortex after birth. There is possibly no 

mammalian species in which the environment has a longer and more direct effect 

on the central nervous system than man. We should expect, then, that test 

results are going to be more affected by the environment of man than in the 

case of any other animal. Deprivation studies of monkeys and chimpan zees and 

clinical investigatj ons of man show that the lack of a ~ ormal interpers·T<al 

environment may be devastating to the developing individual. 13 

The Mediators of Intellectual Underdevelopment 

Within this new ,-,erspective on intelligence as a relatively plastic 

quality, a series of environmental mediators of the individual Negro child 1 s 

intellectual underdevelopment has been determined. In fact, these mediators 

exert their effects even upon the Negro fetus. One stuqy fo und that dietary 
' 

supplementation by Witamins supplied during the l ast half of pregnancy had j 

directly beneficial effects on I. Q. scores of the children lat'er. In a 

sample of mothers from the lowest socio-economic level, 80 per cent of whom 

were Negro, the group fortified with iron and vitamin B complex had children 

whose mean I. Q. at th~ee year s of age averaged five ful l points above the 

children of the unfortified em trol group, 103.4 to 98 .h. o·~e year later, 

the mean difference had enlarged to eight points, 101.7 to 93 .6. The same 

researchers failed to find a similar effect among white mothers and their 

children from a mountain area. Presumably, the largely Negro sample was even 



poorer an::l. more malnourished than the white sample from the mountains. Dire 

poverty, through the mother's inadequate diet, can thus impair intelligence 

before the lower-class Negro child is born. 

7 

Economic problems also hamper mtelligence through the mediatim of 

premature births. Premature c hildren of all races reveal not only a heightened 

incidence of neurologic abnormalities and greatee susceptibility to disease, 

but also a oon siderably larger percentageof mental defectives. A further 

organic factor in in teliigence is bram :bjury in the nwborn. And both of 

these oonditj_ons have higher i ncidences among Negroes because of their greater 

frequency in the most economical~ depressed sectors of the population. 

Later complications are i n troduced by the impoverished environments in 

which most Negro children grow up. At the youngest, preschool ages, race 

differences in I.~o means are minimalo Repeated research shows that in the 

first two years of life there are no significant racial differences in either 

psychomotor development or ilUltelligence. Racist theorists discount these find

ings m two conflicting grounds. They either claim that infant tests have no 

predictive value W1 at soever for late~ I.Q. scores, or cite an older study by 

McGraw that found Negro infants retarded in comparison with white infants. 

Neither argument is adequateo Three recent investigations provide con

vincing evidence that properly administered infant tests do predict later 

scores. And the 1931 McGraw study is no lm ger regarded as a deeisive experi

ment __ not even by MYrtle McGraw herself. It was a pioneer effort that comp~ed 

white infants with Negro mfants of markedly smaller stature on an unvalidated 

adaptation of a European test. Furthermore, later Northern investigations 

show little or no Negro lag in intellectual development through kindergarten 

and five years of age when thorough- socio-economic controls are applie~. 

It is only after a few years of inferior schooling have passed that many 

Negro children drop noticeably in measured I.~. Part of this drop is due to 
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the heavier reliance placed by intelligence tests at these ages upon verbal 

skills, skills that are particularly influenced by a canstricte environment. 

One Southern study of 11verbal destitution'! discovered that those Negro college 

students most retarded in a reading clinic came from small, segregated high 

schools and exhibited Jmguage patterns -cypical of the only adult models they 

had encountered__poorly educated parents, teachers, and ministers. 

Another factor in the declinmg test averages over the school years is 

simply the nature of the schools themselves. Deutsch gives the example of an 

assignment to write a page on 1The Trip I Took~' ~iven to lower-class youngsters 

in a ghetto school who had never been more than twenty-five city blocks from 

home. Psychologist Deutsch maintains: 11 The ·school represents a for eigh out

post in an encapsulated community which is surrounded by what, for the child, 

is unknown and foreig:J.. 11 14 

The middle-class bias of intelligence testing situations operates to 

hmder a dispvoportionate share of Negro exammees. Children perform best 

in situations familiar to theiT" but the conditions best suited for la-Ter

status children are seldom attajned. Most I.Q. tests are strictly urban 

middle-class li1struments, with numerous references to objects and situations 

unfamiliar to rural and lower-class · people. Haggard whosed that a less middle-

class-oriented test led to significant increases in the perd:>ormances of lower

class children. 

Tests are only one aspect of class bias, however. Middle-class students 

have generally internalized their need to excel at such tasks; a high test 

scp~Ue tis titself a reward. Moreover, they perform {il.ost competently in silent 

testing atmospheres that place heavy reliznce upon reading skills. By con

trast, lower-class students frequently require tangible, external rewards for 

motivation. And their typically restn±cted home environments are over whelm

ingly dominated by t he ~poken, rather than the written, word. It is not 
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surprising, then, that Haggard discovered notable increments in inteliigence 

test scores of lower-class children when there was extra rrotivaticn for doing 

well and when the questions were read aloud as well as written. Sophisticated 

testing in @etto schools should follow such guidelines for more adequate 

estimates of the abilities of disadvantaged children.l5 

Intelligence TesAing 

Today ane approaches the study of intelligence expecting to find that 

environment is important. The intellectual background is very different from 

that of the 1 20 1 s. The general results on testing may be briefly surrnnarized 

as follows: 

The average IQ of Jarge groups is raised by education. I believe the most 
important data on this are the comparisons of the soldiers of World War I 
and of World War IIo MOre t han SO pee cent of the soldiers tested in 
World War II were above the mean of these tested in World War I. 

In the states where the least educational effort is made, the IQ is the 

lowest. In fact, as one looks at the review in Anastasi's book it is exceedingly 

difficult to see why anyone ever thought that the IQ measured innate intelli-

gence, and not the genetic constitution as modified in the family, i n the schools, 

and by general intellectual environment. 

The author suggests that if the intelligence quotients of Negroes and 

Whites in this country are compared, the same r ules be used for these compari-

sons as would be used for comparisons of the data between two grou~s of Whites. 

This may not seem a very extreme thing to suggest, but if you look at the lit-

erature, you will find that when two groups of Whites differ in their IQ 1s, 

the explanation of the difference is immediately sought in schooling, environ-

ment, economic positions of parents, and so on,_ but that when Negroes and Whites 

differ i n precisely the sarre way the difference is said to be genetic. 

There is no way of telling what the IQ would be if equal opportunity were 

given to all racial anc social gro upso The group which is sociologically classi fied 
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as Negro in the United States, about one-third of whose genes are of European 

origin, might well test ahead o f the ~lliites. The author sometimes surprised 

to hear it stated that if Negroes were given an equal opportunity, their IQ 

wo ld be the same as the Whites'. If one looks at the degre e of social dis-

crirrdnation against Negroes and their lack of education, and also takes into 

account the treme rrlous amount of overlapping between tre observed IQ 1 s of 

both, one can make an equally g::>od case that, g iven a comparable chance to 

that of the Whites, their 1Q1 s wruld test out ahead. Of course, it would be 

absolutely unimportant in a democratic society if this were to be true, because 

the vast majority of individuals of both groups would be of comparable intelli-

gmce, whatever the mean of these intelligence tests v.ould shov<. 

A generalization can be made at this point. All kinds of human per for-

mance_whether social, athletic, in tellectual_are built on genetic and environ-

mental elements. The level of all kinds of pe r formance can be i ncreased by 

improving the envirmmental situation so that every genetic constitution may 

be developed to its full capacity. Any kind of social dis crimination against 

groups of people , whether ghese are races, castes, or classes, reduces the 

achievements of our species, of mankind. 16 

Comparative Studies of Intelligence 
by Testing 

Among studies of the preschool years is that of Klaus and Gray (1968), 

who reported the results of their early training project designed to impvove 

the personal adjustment and intellectual functioning of culturally deprived 

children by giving them special experiences during the fifteen to twenty-

four months preceding ecntrance into the first grade, and during the first 

year in school. All of the Ss were Negro children born in 1958. They were 

divided into four groups with twenty to twnety-seven Ss in each group: three 

sunnner school sessions, two summer school sessions, in-town control, and out-



of-town control. All four groups were tested in May and August of 1962 and 

1963, August of 1964 and ili965, and June of 1966. 

This demonstration project was an attempt to test the feasibility of a 

program very similar to Operation Head Start. In effect, it tested both the 

short-term, total-push summer program just before kindergarten, and a much 

more prolonged, detailed program with fo~ow-up. In essence, they found that 

three-month program seemed to have a significant effect in improving the intel

lectual and social functioning of children ~ a deprived background, but the 

follow-up with a continuing pnogram added to its effectiveness. 

This program and the program by Deutsch and Brown (19$4) presented con

structive alternatives to waiting until children have already demonstrated 

severe retardation (academic) and have been put into a "track system11 from 

wmich th9,1 can never escape. This early identification and early treatment 

holds the most promise, it would appear, of making any significant improvemets 

in the intellectual standing of children. 

11 

Studies of achievement growth and of scores for verbal abilities and 

intelligence all emphasize differences between white and Negro S8 and between 

middle and lower socioeconomic levels. Over a four-year period, Osborne (1960) 

studied patterns of achievement growth, with the California Reading and Ar-ith

metic Test, and intellectual growth, with the Califor nia Test of Mental Maturity 

of 815 white and 446 Negro children, who were tested in grades six, eigpt, and 

ten. For the Negro children, he found hot only initial differences from the 

white group at grades six and eight, but a pronounced leveling out of perfor

mance between grades eight and ten, which greatlY accentuated the original 

differences. Reading and arithmetic achievement differences between white 

and Negro groups increased progressively from sixth to ~enth grade, with the 

greatest difference found on noncultural test questions. For the Negro group 

achievement and mental maturity growth became negativelY accelerated or ~eled 
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off in the age range of fourteen to sixteen. There was a tenQericy also for 

the variability within both samples to be reduced sharply with age progression. 

Osborne clearly demonstrated that under existing school systems, using 

standard tests as criteria, the Negro child's performance becomes ~ncreasingly 

lower than the normative sample. There is a marked, earlY, plateau effect, 

when Negro education seems to stall at a crucial time, and thus early differences 

are greatly magnified. 

John, studying the i ntellectual development of 174 Negro slum children 

(69 in the fi r st grade, 105 in the fifth) as part of a New York City program, 

made an analysis of the verbal and classificatory behavior of young Negro 

children. The middle-class children surpassed t he mower -class children in 

obtained vocabulary scores on the WISC, had a higher non-verbal IQ on the 

Lorge-Thorndike, and demonstrated greater ability to produce best-fit res~omses 

and greater ability in their conceptual sorting and verbalization behavior. 

In the relational level of language, the differences were less striking. 

Although there were differences in the same direction in the first grade, it 

was not until the fifth grade t hat the differences between the socioeconomic 

levels became significant. 17 

As a part of a larger developmental study of learning and intelligence 

in white and Negro children, Iscoe and Pierce-Jones (1964) ~studied ideational

fluency and ideational-flexibility scores of 267 Texas Negro and white children 

between the ages of five and nine. The Unusual Us es Test involves asking the 

S to give different uses for each connnon object presented to him, wi th the 

emphasis on divergency and novelty rather than conformity and unanimity. The 

four objects employed were a newspaper, a table knife, an al arm clock, and a 

pottery cup. The effect of chronological age upon divergent thinking was assessed 

independently and in i nteraction with race. Using the WISC, excluding the 

co .. prehension and picture arrangement subtests, the interaction between diver

gent thinking and intelligence was studied. 
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All of the schoolc hildren came from segregated but uniformly ~ood schools; 

the white preschoolers c ame from kindergartens, and the Negro preschoolers 

came from day-care centers. All of the white children were from lower-class 

neignborhoods, but even so there was a significant differ ence, favoring the 

>vhi tes, in socioeconomic level between the wh j te and Negro chil dren. There 

was also a difference in mean IQ ·acores for the two groups: 91.6 for the 

Negroes, 103.37 for the whites. 

The study results indicated that Negro and white children tend to differ 

in divergent thinking as measured by the Unusual Uses Test, with a statistical 

superiority· obtained by the Negro children in spite of the white children's 

significantly higher I Q's. Yet the findings of this study agreed, for both 

white and Negro children, with previous studies of creati.vi ty in children which 

have found low, but consistent, s i.gnificant, positive correlations between con-

venti.onal intelligence test scores and divergent thinking measures. 

Hace and chronological a ge exerted interacting i n fluence upon the measured 

divergent thinkj ng : white dildren excelled Negro children only at the five

year level. The authors sugges t that thj s might possibly have been a funct i on 

of the fact that the Negro five-year-olds, t aken f ro m crowded day-care centers, 

were in the lowest socioeconomic level of the entire sample, vrhereas the other 

lS 
Negro children came from excellent schools. 

The decade of the 1960 1 s has seen the Emergence of new trends in the con-

sideration of Negro intelligence. Although recognizirys the limitations of 

intellectual and achievement tests, ')sychologists and educators nevertheless 

are able to acc ept th e fact that soTie national standard of i ntelligence and 

achievement must be accepted and t hat Negro children have j n t ' ' e past started 

school in a grossly inferj.or positj on. It is fr om this position that they 

must be raised. The problem is not nm-1 restricted to Negro children, and the 

battle cry is environmental manipulation, environmental stimulation, ani cultural 

innoculat ion. l9 
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The Current Conclusion 

Intelligence is a plastic product of inherited structure developed by 

enVJironmental stimulation and opportunity, an alloy of endowment and experience. 

It can be measured and' studied only by inference, through observing behavior 

defined as 11 intelligent 11 in terms of particular cultural content and values. 

Thus, the severely deprived surrounding of the average Negro child can lower 

his measured I.Q, in two basic ways, First, it can act to deter his actual 

intellectual development by presenting him with such a constricted encounter 

with the woriL.(i that his innate potential is barely tapped. And, second, it 

can act to mask his actual functioning intelligence in the test situation 

by not preparing him culturally and motivationally for such a middle-class 

task. "Only a very uncritical psychologist would offer sweeping generalizations 

about the intellectual superiority or inferiority of particular racial or 

ethnic groups," comments Tuddenham, "despite the not very surprising fact that 

members of the dominant racial and cultural group in our society ordinarily 

score higher than others on tests of socially relevant accomplishments invented 

by and for members of that g:Jrup. 11 

The principal mechanisms for mediating these environmental effec~s var.y 

from the poor nutrition of the pregnant mother to meeting the expectations of 

the- social role of 11 Negro. 11 Some of these mechanisms, like fetal brain injuries, 

can leave permanent intellectual impa±rments. Consequently , the permanency 

and irreversibility of these effects are not, as some claim, certain indicators 

of teneticallY low capacity. Fortunately, many of these effects are correct

able. Moving Nor.th to better schools, taking part in special programs of 

environmental enrichment, and benefiting from challenging new situations of 

educational desegregation can all stimulate Negro children to raise their IoQ 

levels dramatically, 
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From this array of data., the overwhelming opinion of modern psychology 

concludes that the mean differences often observed between Negro and white 

children are large~ the result of environmental, rather than genetic, factors. 

This is l!Ot to asse t that psychologists deny altogether the possibility of 

inherited racial differences in intellectual structure. There may be a small 

residual mean difference small not on~ ~because of the demonstrably sweeping 

influence of experience, but also because the two 11races 11 are by no means 

genetically 11 pure 11 and separate. 

Psychology is joined in this concusion by its sister behavioral sciences: 

sociology and anthropology. Witness the following professional statemert s. 

The Society for the Psycholoeical Study of Social Issues, a division of 

the American Psychological Association , concluded in 1961: 

There are differences in intelligence test scorea when one co~ 
pares a random sample of whites and Negroes. 't-Jhat is equally clear 
is that no evjdence exists that leads to the conclusion that such 
differences are innate. Quite to the contrary, the evidence 
points overwhelmingly to the fact that when one compares Negroes 
aruwhites of comparable cultural and educational background, dif
ferences in ~ntelligence diminish markedly; the more comparable the 
background, the less the difference. There is no direct evidence 
that supports the view that there is an innate difference between 
members of different racial groups ••• We regret that Professor 
Garrett feels that his colleagues are foisting an 11 equalitarian -
dogna 11 on the public. There is no question of dogma involved. 
Evidence speaks for itself and it casts serious doubt on the con
clusion that there is an innate inequality in intelligence in dif
ferent racial grou, s • • • • 

The Society for tlE Study of Social Problems, a section of the American 

Sociological Association, concurred in the same year: 

• • • the great preponderance of scientific opinion has favored 
the conclusion that there is little or no ground on which to assume 
that the racial groups in question are i nnately differ ent in any 
important human capacity. • • the conclusion of scientists is that 
the differences in test performance by members of so-called racial 
groups are due not racial but to environmental factors. This is 
the operating assumption today of the vast majority of the 
competent scientists in the field •••• 

The American Anthropological Association passed a resolution by an 

unanimous vote (192 to 0) in 1961: 



The American Anthropoldlgical Association repudiates statements 
now appearing in the United States that Negroes are biologically 
4fld dn innate mental ability inferior to whites, and reaffirms 
the fact that there is no scientifically established evidence 
to justify the exclusion of any race from the rights guaranteed 
by the Constitution of the United States. The ~asic principles 
of equality of opportunity and equality before the law are co~ 
patible with all that is known about human biology. All races 
possess the abilities needed to participate ful~ in the demo
cratic way of life and in modern technological civilization. 
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The final, definitive research must await a racially integrated America 

in which opportunities are the same for both races. But, ironj_cally, by that 

future time the question of racial differences in intelligence will have lost 

its salience; scholars will wonder wpy we generated so much heat over such 

an irrelevant topic. Yet the results of this belated research should prove 

interestingo Even ff small inherent differences are found, their djrect1on 

cannot be taken for granted. Racists have never considered the possibility 

that the 11 true 11 Negro capacity might actually average somewhat above that 

of the i'Thi te. Certainly, there are enough environmental barriers operating 

in the present situation to mask any such Negro superiority. If this possi-

bility should actually bed emonstrated, one· wonders if >vhite racists would 

be thoroughly consistent and insist that white children be given separate 

and inferior education. 

The important conclusion for the present, h<l'.ever, is that if there are 

any inherent distinctions they are inconsequential. Even now, differences 

in I.Q. wj_thin any one race greatly exceed differences between races. 

Race as such is simply not an accurate way t o judge an individual's intelli-

gence. The real problems in t l-.is area concern ways to overcome thelr.many 

serious environme rtal deprivations that handicap Negro youth. To return to 

the analogy with longevity, the problem is akin to that which faced medicine 

in the nineteenth century. Autou1atized Amerjca needs to expand the intelli-

gence level of its underprivileged citizens in much the same way it has ex-

panded the life potential of its citizens in the past one hundred years. The 



success of such programs as 11 the Banneker group\\]' in St. Louis demonstrates 

this job can be accomplished when American society decides to put enough 

of its resources into it. "The U. S. must learn, 11 writes Charles Silberman 

in Fortune, 11 to look upon tl:le Negro community as if it were an undeveloped 

t
., 20 

coun ry. 
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